
Jagged Alliance 2 (version 1.13) cheat sheet

Selecting Mercs and Squads
F1 … to F10: Selects merc / move 

screen to merc

/ Centre on currently selected 
merc

Map screen
Shift Hold Shift while selecting mercs 

to select a region of mercs

Tactical Screen - 
Movement/Stance/Actions

Alt + Shift ALT + SHIFT - Used for jumping 
over small obstacles. Hold ALT + 
SHIFT and point at a tile (2 or 3 
tiles away from merc). Cursor 
will change to indicate jumping is 
possible. Useful for jumping over 
mines, from roof to roof or over 
another merc if he is prone

Left click Look / Turn cursor. Change 
merc’s facing / Raise weapon if 
looking at the same direction. 
Note that some bonuses like 
scope vision range bonus only 
apply when a weapon is raised

P or X PRONE stance

Shift + J Jumps through window (merc 
must be facing the window, and 
there must be a free tile on the 
other side of the window). 
Closed window works as well

X On merc / NPC, exchanges 
position with character

Z Activate / Disable STEALTH 
mode for selected merc(s)

Alt + Z Activate / Disable STEALTH 
mode for the entire squad

. Toggles between a gun's 
different scopes / sights / 
alternative weapon holding (if a 
gun has variable scope / sight 
attached)

Reload all weapons (in hand) of 
active squad from mercs' 

Shift + R

inventory in turn-based. For real-
time, reloads all weapons and 
fills magazines in squad 
inventory from sector inventory 
(if available) first SHIFT + Q - 
Drop primary hand item to 
ground

Shift + B Drops backpacks for all mercs in 
the current sector (NIV only)

Shift + A Create ammo boxes using all 
ammo found in sector

Shift + F Remove all removable 
attachments from items and 
unload all weapons in sector

Tactical Screen - Interface
Del Show COVER spots relative to 

seen enemies

Tactical Screen - Mouse commands
Alt + Middle click Changes firing mode (SINGLE / 

BURST / AUTO, same as 'B' 
hotkey)

Strategic Map - Sector Inventory
Ctrl + Tab + Left 
click

Restrict item in towns from move 
item assignment

System Commands
Alt + S Quick Save

Alternate Mouse Commands 
(Optional)

Set ALTERNATE_MOUSE_COMMANDS to true in 
JA2_Options.ini (located in Data-1.13) to use these 
hotkeys. Keep in mind they'll change some of the 
default hotkeys.

Mouse wheel
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